
Since the data collected is from Pamplona, the capital of Navarra, we consider it              
important to attach a series of data in relation to those that we have had to collect in                  
order to contextualize the information. 
 
 
In Pamplona, summers are hot and mostly clear, and winters are very cold and partly               
cloudy. During the course of the year, the temperature constantly changes from 0 ° C               
to 28 ° C and rarely drops below -5 ° C or rises above 34 ° C. 
 
The climate is warm and temperate in Pamplona. Precipitation in Pamplona is            
significant, with precipitation even during the driest month. The climate here is            
classified as Cfb by the Köppen-Geiger system. The average annual temperature is            
12.3 ° C in Pamplona. In one year, the precipitation is 1042 mm 
 
The warmest month (with the highest average high temperature) is August (28.3 °             
C). The month with the lowest average high temperature is January (9.1 ° C). The               
months with the highest relative humidity are January and December (78%). The            
month with the lowest relative humidity is July (57%). The wettest month (with the              
highest rainfall) is November (75mm). The driest month (with the lowest rainfall) is             
July (33mm). Months with the highest number of rainy days are January, April and              
May (15 days). Months with the lowest number of rainy days are July, August and               
September (10 days). The month with the longest days is June (Average daylight:             
15.3h). The month with the shortest days is December (Average daylight: 9.1h).            
Months with the highest UV index are June, July and August (UV Index 8). Months               
with the lowest UV index are January and December (UV Index 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Weather assignment (one table for each group). Name of group: 

Day TIME

PRECIPITATION CLOUD COVER CLOUD TYPES TEMPERATURE WIND DIRECTION WIND SPEED OTHER

Rain Drizzle Dry Snowing Hail Overcast Partly 
clouded

Very few 
clouds

Clear/ 
cloudless

Write latin 
names of main 

types of 
cloudes 

(max 2–3)

 ˚C ˚C
Direction of 

wind coming 
from

Direction of 
wind coming 

from
m/sec m/sec

Write short description of the weather in own words
hour Mark by putting X boxes bsed on your judgement My measure Weather 

station
My measure Weather 

station
My measure Weather 

station

16/03 17:00 x x Stratocumulu
s

7-9 ºC Thermometer North 5.277778m/s Gengle breeze precipitation: 60%, humidity: 86%.

17/03 17:00 x x Stratocumulu
s

7-13 ºC Thermometer North 1,38889 m/s Light air Precipitation: 0%, humidity: 82%

18/03 17:00 X X stratocumulu
s

6-19 ºC Thermometer East 1.388889m/s Light air Precipitation:0 %,humidity: 56%

19/03 17:00 X X Culmulunimb
us

18-4ºC Thermometer North 5,27778m/s Gengle breeze Precipitation : 0%, humidity: 58%

20/03 17:00 X X culmulunimb
us

16-2 ºC Thermometer East 4.1666666666
667 m/s 

Gengle breeze Precipitation: 0%, humidity: 59%

21/03 17:00 x x - 16-3 ºC Thermometer East 5 m/s Gengle breeze Precipitation: 0%, humidity: 51%

22/03 17:00 X X stratocumulu
s

17-4ºC Thermometer North 3.611111m/s Light air Precipitation: 20%, humidity: 51%


